Before training even begins, Health Catalyst works with your organization to establish a trigger review workflow based on organizational resources, needs, and environment. Then, a train-the-trainer approach will ensure that your organization is ready to operate and sustain the patient safety surveillance work. Training takes place on a fully functioning and configured system using your organization’s real data. The workflow, based in best practices and experience, is taught, demonstrated, and practiced by members of your organization’s team. The importance of consistent documentation is emphasized and reinforced in subsequent experiential practice and reviews.

Success stories
For examples of how customers have used Health Catalyst products and services to improve outcomes, visit https://www.healthcatalyst.com/knowledge-center/success-stories/

Contact us
For more information on how Health Catalyst products and services can help your organization, please contact us:

• Reach out to your sales representative
• Call us at (855) 309-6800
• Email us at info@healthcatalyst.com

Our approach
Before training even begins, Health Catalyst works with your organization to establish a trigger review workflow based on organizational resources, needs, and environment. Then, a train-the-trainer approach will ensure that your organization is ready to operate and sustain the patient safety surveillance work. Training takes place on a fully functioning and configured system using your organization’s real data. The workflow, based in best practices and experience, is taught, demonstrated, and practiced by members of your organization’s team. The importance of consistent documentation is emphasized and reinforced in subsequent experiential practice and reviews.